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IC SAFER PROPOSAL 

 

Introduction 

 

The President of the Natural Solutions Foundation, Major General Albert (Bert) Stubblebine III (US 

Army, Ret.), issued a clear and prophetic warning in the wake of the March 2011 disaster at Fukushima, 

regarding the genomicidal threat of radioactive toxins flooding the Northern Hemisphere. See: 

www.GeneralBert.com for his then Estimate of Situation. 
 

The crisis has escalated in recent days, presenting those risks he identified and predicted and manifesting the 

dangers we anticipated – and worse. Now the 2020 Olympic Athletes may be at risk, with the awarding of the 

games for that year to Tokyo. 

 
The crisis is so intense and severe that we must find a path to biosphere survival or perish, globally. 

 

Understanding that, we urgently call for immediate public discussion focused on collaboration of all non-governmental 

advocates for health and food freedom, focusing squarely on the threat which Fukushima presents.  As Ambassador 

Murata has repeatedly pointed out, “the lamentable lack of urgency about Fukushima, and the continuing disaster which 

Fukushima is escalating into, must be turned around as fast as human ingenuity can accomplish that planet changing 

requirement.” 

 

Three Phrase Proposal 

 

After the formal establishment of the IC SAFER, in general, the activities of the Commission will come under three 

phases: 

 

Phase I identify, vet, establish research capability and document sustainable,  

valid science and engineering potential (Steps 0 – 4 below). 

 

Phase II develop scalability parameters and implement initial control programs. 

 

Phase II deploy at Fukushima and elsewhere. 

 

Organizing Committee 

 

The following initial actions will be coordinated by a Special International Organizing Committee: 

 

[0] Establishment of the IC SAFER NGO; until establishment, Natural Solutions will act as organizing agent. 

 

[1] Preliminary discussions with experts in recognized and frontier areas of applicable science. 

 

[2] Research in traditional and unconventional radiological transmutation technology. 

 

[3] Series of Exploratory Meetings working toward an International Congress. 

 

[4] An International Congress on Radiological Transmutation Technology. 

 

 

The levels of radioactivity on the streets and in the soils of Tokyo are well in excess of recognized international radiation 

safety standards – and no end to the leaks and releases at Fukushima is in sight.  

 

Can there be sufficient remediation by the 2020 Olympic Games? 

http://www.generalbert.com/
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The recent effort by Tokyo to seek hosting the 2020 Olympics was a major event on the world stage. It would have been 

prudent for that bid to have been withdrawn, as Ambassador Murata and Natural Solutions urged. This would have been a 

good example of the Precautionary Principal at work. Unless a united planetary effort is quickly initiated and diligently 

pursued, the Tokyo Games will put large numbers of travels and athletes at risk, from every country. 

 

The possibility that the Games will be held in Tokyo, despite the risk, offers us an opportunity to focus attention on the 

problems of Fukushima while potentially protecting millions of people from the ravages of preventable radiation 

exposure.  

 

Seizing this opportunity allows us to combine visibly ethics, finances and national pride for the purpose of bringing about 

a meaningful solution to the worst biological crisis in the history of the planet 

 

To that end we have determined to take action -  
 

First: those threatened by the event (which includes literally everyone living on the planet and all following 

generations, and especially the Olympics community) must call for the strongest international remediation 

response at Fukushima and its surrounding territory, wet and dry, on an immediate priority basis.  Primarily 

government level organisms have the funding capacity, and at least some modicum of public control, required to provide 

the magnitude of resources which a full scale solution to the problem requires. 
 

Second: Governments and governmental agencies have clearly shown themselves incapable of the swift, decisive 

and focused response which the situation requires.  Therefore, although they must provide the funding, the actual 

research must not be carried out by, or controlled by, governmental, corporate or multinational bodies since they 

are already controlled, to a great extent, by the same forces which brought us these problems. Their deep interest in 

solving these problems in the best, most equitable and least political fashion is too compromised by the very actors which 

carelessly created this situation in the first place. The consequences of this conflict of interest and compromised will is 

literally, lingering, lethal and, for humanity’s survival, totally unacceptable. 
 

Therefore, we propose that the while the funding must come from international actors, all of the research effort 

must be carried out by leading edge scientists who are entirely free from industry or government ties and controls. 

In fact, the combination of citizen-scientists and citizens offers the only likely path to a lasting, meaningful and 

effective solution to this crisis which threatens us all. From the billions of Yen budgeted for the 2020 Olympics, a 

significant fund should be set aside for remediation and restoration. 

 

The Foundation offers its facilities to raise initial “seed money” to permit the proper establishment of IC SAFER. 
 

A Private International NGO Commission will be established which will coordinate planetary efforts. Threfore, IC 

SAFER must be kept strictly free of ANY industry and/or government control.  

 

A first project of the Commission is the preparation for and convening of the International Congress proposed 

above. 
 

 
 

Our problem is global.  Our communications abilities are, likewise, global.  This gives us the power to manifest our 

requirements and create our solutions globally as well.  
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The Natural Solutions Foundation employs a system allowing targeted emails and faxes to be sent from any computer around the 

planet to world and corporate leaders and decision-makers. This means,  for instance, a person using a computer in Ghana who is a 

resident of Shanghai can send a letter to via a single click to selected targets such as the Japanese Prime Minister, Minister of Energy, 

President of TEPCO, Governor of his home prefecture and every member of the Diet (as an example).   

 

Another person in, for this example, Delhi, by filling in their address and clicking the send button might, if they were a citizen of 

Australia, send a letter to the Prime Minister of Australia, the members of the Australian Parliament, the President of TEPCO and the 

Japanese Prime Minister along with the head of the International Atomic Energy Commission (if those were our chosen targets for this 

action). 
 

In other words, we have the ability to segment responses generated to decision makers both in the home country of the person 

responding and elsewhere (in these examples, for instance, both the Australian and the Japanese person's letters reached the Japanese 

Prime Minister and the President of TEPCO but the other recipients are specific to the residency or citizenship of the sender. 

 

There is, in fact, virtually no practical limit to the outreach possible with this system.  The Natural Solutions 

Foundation offers it freely to this mutual effort. 
 

We have found that this system allows us to generate massive response to serious social and policy problems with 

substantial impact in many situations with global impact. 
 

Further, we would like to have leading figures regarding Fukushima as our guests on the weekly 2 hour radio show that 

we host on internet radio, the Dr. Rima Truth Reports – www.FreedomsLips.com, Studio B and 

www.HealthFreedomPortal.org - and to conduct educational activities such as webinars and lectures to generate the 

response which must quickly swell to avalanche proportions if we are to survive globally. One might say we need a 

tsunami of Truth to overcome the toxic swamp of falsehood and apathy. 
 

To give a few real-life examples of the impact of this communication system: 
 

UNITED STATES POLICY: In September, 2009, the US Government announced its plans for mandatory Swine Flu vaccination 

using a dangerous adjuvant known to cause both infertility and crippling auto immune disease to extend the supposedly limited supply 

of supposedly necessary vaccine to meet the supposed emergency. 
 

We notified our followers in the US and within 11 days 3.5 million emails had reach every decision maker at the State and Federal 

level in the United States.  The US withdrew its plans to move ahead with the vaccination mandate. 

 

CHILEAN POLICY: Three years ago, the government of Chile adopted the intellectual property rights Convention known as UPOV 

'91, replacing UPOV '78.  The Convention does not have meaning until a law is passed enacting UPOV '91.  We believe that while 

UPOV '78 protects farmers and seed growers, biodiversity and other vital values, UPOV '91 is a disaster for small farmers, 

biodiversity and opens the door for centralization and commercial control of food world wide, a state with disastrous potential at 

innumerable levels. 
 

We created an Action Item for the Chilean people (in Spanish) and one for the rest of the world (in English) and offered them for use 

so that people would reach every one of the members of the Chilean Senate, the President of Chile, the Secretary of Agriculture, etc.  
 

Dr. Rima Laibow also presented our position to the Chilean Congressional Committee on Agriculture.  The number of Action Items 

from Chileans and world watches currently exceeds 2.3 million and the impact so far has been to repeatedly postpone the vote (which 

was virtually guaranteed and set for two weeks ago).  We have as of this writing millions of emails have reached decision makers.  

The Senate vote has been postponed 3 times and Chilean Senate will take up a discussion of whether the Convention should even be 

considered by the Senate at all since it violates Human Rights.  Television, print media and radio are all bringing the issue to the 

public and a group of lawyers for indigenous groups are bringing suit to prevent the convention from being presented to the Congress 

because it violates international Human Rights treaties. 

   

None of this would have been possible without the flood of emails directly to Chile’s decision-makers which the Natural Solutions 

Foundation set up in Chile. 
 

The strategy is simple:  "Think Globally; Resist Globally and Locally." 
 

http://www.freedomslips.com/
http://www.healthfreedomportal.org/
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This type of campaign attracts enormous attention and allows us to open discussion in many different venues and 

at many different levels.  Previously submerged issues become matters of vigorous public notice and debate.  Our 

experience shows us what a powerful tool for solidarity and the generation of global attention and action this 

system is when properly deployed. 
 

To conclude, these preliminary thoughts cover some of the areas to which we have turned our attention. Our current 

Actionable Information Web Form regarding the Fukushima Disaster is here: http://tinyurl.com/FukushimaRisk. 
 

There is an increasing need for low radiation, certified organic food supplies from the “Deep South” (example: Chile) to 

the areas most seriously and immediately impacted by radiation in the Northern Hemisphere.  This requirement is the 

reason that General Bert Stubblebine and Dr. Rima Laibow moved to Chile, where they now live: 

www.FriendlyFoodCoOp.org. 
 

The Foundation has been steadfast in raising the drumbeats of concern about Fukushima and we are deeply gratified to be 

in serious dialogue with all leading world advocates regarding this issue.  
 

While we continue the discussion rapidly and fruitfully, we seek volunteers to work with us and the IC SAFER 

NGO. “Seed Money” donations may be made here: http://drrimatruthreports.com/action/donate/ . 

 

As an initial step we have established a Special International Organizing Committee for the Commission.  The 

Committee consists of the Natural Solutions Foundation Trustees and leading planetary advocates for an 

immediate crisis resolution, such as Ambassador Murata and Professor Chris Busby. 
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